PLAN YOUR DAY
Please note that some attractions may be impacted by preparations for our seasonal events. Please check on-site signage and the Warwick Castle app for the most up to date information.

1. ZOG™ AND THE QUEST FOR THE GOLDEN STAR
This activity trail teaches all budding dragons in training the skills they need to become a fully-fledged dragon.

2. ZOG™ PLAYLAND
A fabulous playground for all Zog fans, especially those aged 2-6.

3. HORRIBLE HISTORIES™ MAZE
Get lost in time and try to put history back in order with your Time Passport.

4. MILL AND ENGINE HOUSE
The original water mill that once ground corn and then produced electricity for the castle.

5. GAOL
Step down into the dark, original castle dungeon.

6. THE CASTLE DUNGEON Additional charges apply.
A 40 minute actor-led journey through Warwick Castle's darkest history. Enter if you dare! Ask about health suitability.

7. KINGMAKER
Experience the sights, sounds and smells of preparation for the Battle of Barnet in 1471.

8. ROYAL WEEKEND PARTY
Go behind the scenes and meet the characters at one of the Countess of Warwick's famous weekend parties.

9. GREAT HALL & STATE ROOMS
Explore the Great Hall, with its unique weapons and armoury collection and the splendour and beauty of the 17th and 18th century State Rooms. See board at entrance for today's free history tours.

10. PRINCESS TOWER Open Seasonally
Enjoy a special, immersive story telling experience, ideal for children ages 3 to 8. (Time slots throughout the day; pick up a free timed ticket from the entrance to the tower).

11. TIME TOWER
A concise, enjoyable, multi-media explanation of the castle's full 1100 years of history.

13. CONQUEROR'S FORTRESS
Walk to the top of original fortification and enjoy wonderful panoramic views.

13. TOWERS AND RAMPARTS
Climb and descend over 500 steps and discover hidden exhibits as well as spectacular views (check on entry for health suitability).

SEASONAL SHOWS

THE FALCONER’S QUEST SHOW
The UK’s most spectacular bird of prey show, featuring 60 majestic birds from all over the world.
1st Apr – 5th Nov | Riverside Arena

LEGEND OF THE TREBUCHET
Unleash the legend of the trebuchet as Britain’s biggest siege machine is back in a brand new show.
1st Apr – 5th Nov | Riverside Arena

WARS OF THE ROSES LIVE!
Prepare to take your side for the ultimate jousting experience as you learn how the Earl of Warwick influenced who became King of England.
27th May – 3rd Sept | River Island Arena

HORRIBLE HISTORIES™ WICKED WARWICK
Join a cast of crazy characters as they hurtle through the horrible history of Warwick Castle.
22nd Jul – 3rd Sept | Woodland Theatre

ZOG™ LIVE SHOW
A unique 20 minute theatrical stage production based on best-selling author Julia Donaldson and illustrator Axel Scheffler’s much-loved story.
27th May – 29th Sept | Woodland Theatre

HISTORY TEAM TOURS
Free guided tours led by our knowledgeable History Team.
Available daily | Times displayed at Great Hall Steps

THE BOWMAN ZONE
Encounter the centuries-old art of archery like never before, as our resident Bowman demonstrates his skills.
1st Apr – 5th Nov | East Front

SPECIFIC NEEDS
We’re committed to inclusivity and accessibility and want to ensure all guests have the best experience possible. Visitors with specific needs are always welcome to make themselves known to a member of our team for further advice, guidance and support. A full accessibility guide is available at warwick-castle.com, the castle entrance or ask at the Great Hall.